The Power of
Information

BUSINESS REPORTING SOLUTIONS
FOR THE MOTOR TRADE

If you’ve ever been
frustrated by the lack
of clarity you get from
the expensive software
and dealer management
products available to
franchised dealers, then
this is the product for you.
Our reporting and management accounting
products have been created by motor trade
specialists with decades of experience
developing tools and reports to give detailed
reporting on performance to Directors and
owners of Franchised Dealerships.

IN A NUTSHELL
We’re here to provide the reporting solutions
from your DMS and associated systems that you
just can’t get without spending hours playing
around with spreadsheets and double keying.
From management accounts and budgets to
DOC’s, forecasting and real time dashboards,
we provide the detail and reports you need,
when you need them, in the formats you
want with consultancy to help improve your
performance if required.

OUR BUSINESS AND
OUR KEY PEOPLE
Derby based FPS is the brainchild of Mark
Coates our Technical Director. With over twentyfive years experience in the motor trade as an
Accountant, Financial Controller and Director,
he’s a qualified Chartered Accountant and
expert in data extraction and manipulation.
Experienced in all dealer management systems,
sales optimisers and workshop management
systems, a Microsoft SQL and SSRS Practitioner
specialising in management reporting and just
the man you want to untangle the mess of data
that’s stopping you seeing the wood for the
trees.
Our Head Of Business Development Chris
Elvidge also has over twenty-five years Motor
Trade Experience and is also a qualified
Chartered Accountant who trained at Price
Waterhouse and has been a Finance Director
since he was just twenty-eight. He has
undertaken a number of MD and FD roles in
large dealer groups with the most recent being
Managing Director at Drive Motor Retail, where
he achieved consistent profit improvement with
upper quartile results. Chris is now available to
help you get the most out of your FPS reports.

CONSULTANCY TO IMPROVE
PERFORMANCE
Not all businesses are used to working with the
level of reporting available through our reporting
suite, in order to get the most out of the service
we are happy to provide additional consultancy
to support your business. Typically businesses
sign up for additional report design assistance,
bespoke for your business, at the onset of the
service.
Where support with performance improvement
is required businesses commit to a monthly
support service designed to run alongside
the implementation of the reports and the
completion of DOCs, budgets and forecasts.
This provides assistance in interpreting the
information and monitoring performance
and helping to set the strategies you need to
ultimately improve your performance.

PEACE OF MIND THAT YOUR
DATA IS PROTECTED
We all need to know that our data is held in a
secure environment, but that’s doubly important
when it’s a cloud based environment. Our cloud
solution sits on mirrored servers in different
locations with diverse routing to give you the
peace of mind that your data will be available
when you need it. Our hosting partner is ISO
27001 accredited, giving you a fully GDPR
compliant and robust hosting solution.

THE CLEVER BIT
The Technical Environment we work within is
from Microsoft where we have deployed an SQL
database to hold your data which is downloaded
directly from your DMS and other data sources
through ODBC (CDK) and APIs provided by
other suppliers. We then interrogate your data
using Microsoft’s SSRS interactive reporting
suite and add data in for forecasting and DOCs
through direct data input.

SO WHY DO YOU NEED US?
Well, our experience is that most dealer groups
are information rich, but reporting poor. Any
reporting you do have relies on data imports,
spreadsheets, manual keying and takes too
much time. At the end of the day you can’t
manage what you can’t measure and nobody
wants reporting that’s out of date or inaccurate.
Our reporting eliminates errors in spreadsheets,
RepGen’s and manual data entry, giving you
access to real time reports anywhere with
tailored views at department, site and group
level. The great thing is that you don’t need any
CDK, DMS or spreadsheet skills to put you in
control.
The reporting has individual user logins that
are password protected and give user defined
access so your staff open to their world view and
they only see what you want them to see.

Our drill down concept allows users to click
through from the management accounts and
dashboards to see more detailed information
and transactions, in a format to suit your users.
Our system allows you to easily identify sales
add-ons such as finance, GAP etc. and also
drill through to operational reports by group,
dealership or department and even interrogate
transaction detail if required.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS AND BUDGETS
It’s fair to say that no two sets of Management
Accounts are the same and we don’t want to
shoehorn you into something you’re not familiar
with. That’s why we’ll always take the time to
recreate your current accounts format or help
you improve the ones you have, if required.
Although we present this in the Cloud, you have
the option to download it into excel or PDF and
print it if you wish.
When data is in the Cloud, it’s at its most flexible.
Columns can show month, YTD, KPI etc. and
you can expand rows and columns to increase
the level of detail you see. You can drill down
into the data to nominal or transaction level
and see your numbers at a department, site
or group level.

As your data is now hardcoded, there are no
more spreadsheets to be amended and all your
historical data is imported from your DMS. If
you need additional reports or changes to your
layout, these can easily be accommodated by
our technical team.

FEATURES

BENEFITS:

• Columns have month, YTD & KPI figures

• Recreate your current accounts format

• Rows can be expanded / extracted

• All data is hardcoded – no more amending
spreadsheets

• Can be viewed anywhere on the web or
downloaded
• Drill down from the website to the nominal
record and individual transactions beneath
• Data can be easily consolidated into groups

• Historical data is imported from your DMS
• Bespoke report design
• Report, dashboard layout and performance
improvement advice available

FORECASTING AND DOC’S
In order to run your business effectively you
need the right reporting tools. Our forecasting
and daily operating control modules give you
the ability to track your performance real time
against your budgets and forecasts. As with all
our modules these can be tailored to meet your
requirements.
The software projects your results based on run
rate or against budget or past months’ results
and then enables your managers to simply enter
their forecast submission without the need to
double key budgets or current month to date
figures.
Their submission instantly updates the site
forecast and gives the manager the opportunity
to comment if required. Head office will
know automatically who has and who hasn’t
completed their forecasts and reminders can be
automated and sent to those who haven’t yet
submitted.

The display shows you MTD, prior year and
budget figures, previous forecasts are retained
and forecasts can be available daily, weekly or
monthly. Consolidation is automatic and you can
toggle between previous days, weeks or months
forecasts. All have a full audit trail and the ability
to run comparisons against historical forecasts
and actual outcomes.
When it comes to the detail for the Managers
doing their submissions they can see data
imported directly and real time from your DMS
and they have tailored descriptions and input
rows to work with. Their expenses forecast can
be by either total or by expense line if required.
All this makes forecasting easy and therefore
less onerous on the Managers concerned
enabling you to have more frequent forecasts if
required.

FEATURES

BENEFITS:

• Displays MTD, prior year and budget figures

• Module is flexible & bespoke

• Previous forecasts retained

• Data is imported directly (real time) from your
DMS

• Forecast available daily, weekly & monthly
• Consolidation automatic
• Toggle between previous weeks / year
forecasts

• No more duplicating data entry and rekeying
• Tailored descriptions and input columns
• Expenses forecast in either totals or by line

• Comment entry available on each forecast

• Bespoke group reports and summaries

• HO level forecast completion reports

• Eliminates spreadsheet errors

• Full audit trail & previous forecast comparison

• Enables frequent forecasts

• Instant DOC submission for group reporting

• Improves monitoring & performance

DASHBOARDS
Our bespoke dashboards have been created
to give you a quick, clear, real time overview of
your performance. Split by group, dealership or
department our user specific dashboards are
available on PC, mobile and tablet with no DMS
knowledge required to view.

Whether you’re in the parts, service or sales
team, running the business or a site, you’ll
get the view that shows you how you’re
performing against your target, your peers and
your forecast. A brilliant tool for driving better
performance from your key employees.

As our dashboards are real time there’s no
requirement to spend hours updating them from
multiple sources and you know they’re accurate
as they’ve come directly from your DMS or other
trusted source.

We can help you design dashboards that fit
your requirements providing the information is
available from your DMS, other linked systems or
direct spreadsheet input, then we can report on
it in a format to suit you.

FEATURES

BENEFITS:

• Dashboards provide quick, clear and realtime
overview of performance

• Can be viewed on a PC, mobile or tablet

• Dashboards can be split by group, dealership
or department
• User specific dashboards available

• Spreadsheets can be imported to view in the
dashboard
• Tailored dashboards are available, with
consultancy
• Accessible from any location at any time
• Clear, prompt visibility of performance
• No DMS knowledge required to view the data
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